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SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS TO
THOMAS-FERMI-DIRAC-VON WEIZSÄCKER TYPE EQUATIONS

RAFAEL D. BENGURIA AND CECILIA YARUR

Abstract. We consider a semilinear elliptic equation with a spherically sym-

metric potential (specifically, Thomas-Fermi-Dirac-von Weizsäcker type equa-

tions without electronic repulsion). Assuming some regularity properties of the

solutions at the origin and at infinity, we prove that the solutions have spherical

symmetry.

1. Introduction

In this article we shall discuss symmetry properties of the solutions u(x) of

the problem

(1) -Au-Zu/\x\+a(u) = 0   inR*.        (N>2),

such that u(x) —> 0 as \x\ —> oo. In (1), Z is a positive real constant and the

function a(t) is locally Lipschitz continuous for t eR, and a(0) = 0.

Problem (1) (for N = 3 ) arises in the Thomas-Fermi-von Weizsäcker theory

of atoms and molecules [3, 10] without electronic repulsion. There, Z/|x| is

the electric potential due to a fixed nucleus of atomic number Z located at

the origin. u(x) stands for the electronic density and / u(x) dx is the total

number of electrons.

Here we prove two different types of results about the solutions of problem

(1). The first type concerns the spherical symmetry of the solutions to (1) and

is embodied in the following two theorems:

Theorem 1. Let Z > 0, and X > (Z/(N + I))2. Let u be a solution of

(2) -Au-Zu/\x\ + a(u) = 0   inRN\{0}.

Suppose that g(u) = a(u) - Xu  is a nondecreasing function of u for A >
1 1

(Z/(N + 1))  , and strictly increasing if A = (Z/(N + I))  .  If u satisfies the
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following two conditions:

(i)   limr^0r ~ ||m — u\\li.sn-\. = 0, and

(ii)   limr_^oor ~x~   exp(-rA1' )||w-ïï||l2(5n-i, = 0,

with K = \((N- 1)-ZA"1/2),

then u = u, where ü denotes the spherical average of u, i.e.

ü(r) = /       u(ro)do.

Remark. If A = (Z/(N+ I))2 and a(u) = (Z/(N+ l))2u, the theorem does not

hold. In fact, -(Z/(N + I))2 is the second eigenvalue of -A - Z/\x\ in RN.

Theorem 2. Assume that a(s)/s is nondecreasing in (0, co) and let u be a

positive solution of

-Au-Zu/\x\ + a(u) = 0   inRN       (N>2)

such that u(x) —> 0 as \x\ —> oo. Then u = u.

Remark. In [11], Lieb proved a theorem (Theorem 5, p. 20) very similar to this

theorem. Moreover, Lieb's paper (see also [12]) gave the first (and complete)

treatment of the Thomas-Fermi-von Weizsäcker equation without electronic re-

pulsion. The theorems differ in that Lieb takes a specific form for «3(5) (namely

a(s) = \s\ ' s) whereas we assume only that a(s)/s is nondecreasing and Lieb

assumes u e L whereas we assume that u goes to 0 at infinity. Furthermore,

the two methods of proof are quite dissimilar.

The second type of results concerns the nonexistence of nontrivial solutions

of problem (1) under certain conditions on the nonlinear term (i.e. on a(-)).

These are summarized in the following.

Theorem 3. Let X > (Z/(N - I))2, Z > 0, and (a(u) - Xu)sgn(u) > 0. Then,

if u is a solution of (2) (in the sense of distributions) such that

(i)   limr_0 rN~2 fsN-, \u(ro)\ do = 0, for N > 3 , or

(i' )   lhn^Q |log(/-)|_1 Js, \u(ro)\ do = 0, for N = 2, and

(ii)   limr^ooexp(-rXx'2)r~K+N~x jsN-fu(ro)\dcj = 0,fior N>2,

where K = \((N - 1)-ZA"1/2), we have u = 0.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 we prove two lemmas

about second order ordinary differential equations, which are needed in the se-

quel. In §3 we prove Theorems 1 and 2. Finally, in §4 we prove the nonexistence

results.

2. Preliminary lemmas

In this section we prove some existence lemmas concerning second order

ordinary differential equations, which are needed in the proof of the main results

of this paper.
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2
Lemma 4. Let Z > 0 and X > (Z/(N +1))  . Then, there exists a solution of

(3)  h"(r) + ^AAlh'(r) - --^-h(r) + -h(r) -Xh(r) = 0,        re(0,+oo),
r r r

such that

(i)   « >0 in (0, co),

(ii)   lim^^exptrA172)/«^) = 1, where K = %((N - 1) - ZX'X/2) and

\imr+ooh'(r)/h(r) = -Xx/2,and

(Hi)   limr^0 r ~ h(r) = C(N, Z, X), where C is a positive constant.

Remark 1. For A = (Z/(N+ I))2, h(r) = rexp(-rZ/(N+ 1)) is a solution of

(1) satisfying conditions (i), (ii) above but not condition (iii).

Remark 2. If (a(u) -Xu)sgn(u) > 0 and A > (Z/(N- 1))  , we shall see (proof

of Theorem 3 below) that the only solution of

Au + Zu/\x\ = a(u)   inR^       (N>2),,

such that u(x) —► 0 when \x\ —> oo is the trivial solution u = 0. Thus,

for the purpose of this article we would only need to consider the case A <

(Z/(N - 1)) in Lemma 4. However, we give the general proof of this lemma

for completeness.

Proof. Let us consider w(r) = r     exp(-rX ' ), and let g be defined by

(4) h(r) = w(r)g(t),

where t'(r) = dt/dr = rx~N/w(r)  . Then, g(t) satisfies

(5) g(t) = d2g/dt2 = X(t)g(t),

where X(t) = (1 +K)(N- 1 -K)/(rt'(r))2. From the definition of K it follows

that N-l-K >0. Moreover, since A > (Z/(N + I))2, (1 + K) > 0. Thus,

X(t) > 0. Now, we consider the cases K + (2-N)/2 >0 and K + (2-N)/2 < 0

separately.

Case 1. (K + (2 - N)/2) > 0. Here t(r) = Jf(sx~N/w(s)2)ds < oo and

/ G (0, +oo) for r e (0, +oo).

Case 2.   (K + (2 - N)/2) < 0 . Here t e (-oo, +oo) for r e (0, +oo).

We shall show that

/oo tX(t)dt <oo,

in both cases. Once (6) is proven, it follows from [7, Theorem 9.1, Chapter XI]

that there exists a solution g(t) of (5) such that (a) lim;^+oo g(t) = 1 , and (b)

g(t) = o(l/1) as t —► +CO. Then, from (a), (b) and Definition (4), (ii) follows.

Now, since X(t) > 0, the solutions of (4) vanish at most once on the interval

(tf, +oo), where /0 = 0 in Case 1 and i0 = -oo in Case 2. Moreover, if there
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were a t, e (t0, +00) with g(tx) > 0 we would have limi_> \g(t)\ = +°o,

which is impossible because of (a). Therefore, g(t) < 0 for all t and, because

of (a), g(t) > 1 for all t e (t0, +00), and

(7) lims(0<L

This, together with (4), imply (i).

In order to show (hi), we make a comparison argument with the solutions of

the following equation:

*Lzlvfr) = o.11. .     N - 1
v (r) H-—v (r)

r r

Two linear independent solutions of this equation are v0(r) = r, and vx(r) =

r      . Now,

fvoir)v\
Jo

ir) r      dr -Ja x dr < 00,

and, therefore, from [7, Theorem 9.1, Chapter XI] it follows that there exist

two solutions «0 and hx of (3) such that

limhJf\ = l,
r^o vfr)

i = 0, 1.

JV-1
Therefore, for any solution « of (3) limr^0r ~ h(r) exists, and it is finite.

This limit will be denoted by C and depends on N, Z , and A. Moreover,

C(N, Z, X) is strictly positive. In fact, if C were zero, we would have

limr_(0 h(r)/r = a G R, which in turn implies

limexp(-rA    )g(t)/r +   = a,
r—.0

because of (4) and the definition of w . From here it would follow that

lim,   , g(t) = 0, which contradicts (7). To finish the proof of the lemma we

need only show (6). Since t'(r) = r ~   /w(r)  , we have

,.      t'(r)       ..      t"(r) , ,.,i/2
hm   —ff =   hm  -f-1- =   hm  -2w   w = +2X    .

r—>+oo  t(r) r—.+oo  f (/■) r—»+oo

Hence,

f+oc f+°° 1      2

/      tX(t)dt = (K+l)(N-l-K) t(r)/(t(r)r)dr

(K+ l)(N- 1 -K)   r+°°

2X1/2 /
dr/r   < 00.    D

Lemma 5. Let Z > 0 and X> Z  . Then there exists a solution of

(8)

such that

(i)   « >0 in (0,oo),

h"(r) + -h'(r) + -h(r) - Xh(r) = 0,        r e (0, +00),
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(ii)   limr^00exp(rXl,2)rKh(r)   =   1,   where   K   =   \(l - ZX~xß),   and

limr^ooh'(r)/h(r) = -XX/2,

(Hi)   lim^g jj^rpjt = C(Z , A), where C is a positive constant.

Proof. Let m(r) = (r/Xx,2)x/2h(r/Xx/2). Then m'r) satisfies

(9) m"(r)=(l-\--rZX~XI2\m(r),        rG(0,+oo).

It follows rom [1, Theorem 12, p. 132] that there exists a solution m0(r) of (9)

such that
K— 1II

lim exp(r)r        rnJr) = 1.
r—»oo u

Moreover,

lim^ = -l
r-oo mfr)

(see [1, Remark 13, p. 127]). If we now choose

h(r) = X{2K-X)/4m0(rXX/2)/rX'2,

it is clear that « satisfies (8) and condition (ii) above. In order to show that «

is positive in (0, oo) let us consider the transformation

h(r) = H(t)exp(-XX/2r),

with

t(r) = ^ = exp(2A1/2r)/r.

It follows from (8) that H(t) satisfies

(10) H(t) = X(t)H(t),        t e (-00,00),

where
Xx/2-Z

Since X> Z , X(t) > 0. Therefore, any solution of ( 10) vanishes at most once

in (-00, 00). Moreover, condition (ii) above implies

(11) lim rKH(t(r))= I,
r—»oo

and

(12) lim rK~XH(t(r))exp(2XX/2r) = 0.
r—»oo

Since K > 0, we have that lim^^ H(t) = 0, and therefore H(t) > 0 in

(-00,00). Hence, h(r) > 0 in (0,+co). Being both X(t) and H(t) pos-

itive, it follows from (10) that H(t) < 0, for all /. Since H is convex,

lim,__oo H(t) = +00, and thus, limr_f0«(r) = +00. Now, we make a com-

parison argument between the solutions of (8) and those of the following:

g"ir) + -g'(r) = 0,        rG(0,+oo).
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Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4, it follows from [7, Theorem 9.1, Chapter

XI] that either limr_t0 h(r) = C or lim;._<0«(/-)/|log(r)| = C, where C denotes

a positive constant. Since limr^0«(r) = +oo, (iii) must hold.   D

3. Spherical symmetry of solutions

Here we will prove two different results about the spherical symmetry of

solutions to ( 1). For the first theorem (Theorem 1) to hold, we need that a(u) -

Xu be nondecreasing in u, for -A smaller than the second eigenvalue of the

linear part of (1). In principle, this theorem does not need the positivity of

the solutions. However, we believe that for these values of A there are only

positive solutions to (1). The proof of this theorem uses a method introduced

by L. Veron [15] (see also [14, 16]). The second result (Theorem 2) holds

under more stringent conditions on the nonlinearity, namely, a(u)/u has to

be increasing as a function of u. The proof of this second theorem uses the

maximum principle and reflections under planes, following the ideas introduced

by Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [5, 6].

Proof of Theorem 1. We will consider two cases separately.

Case 1.  X>(Z/(N+l))2. Let

( /_,("! r))2 do

and H = {r > 0\tp(r) > 0} . Let (a, ß) be a connected component of H . On

(a, ß), \p satisfies the following inequality:

/.-.n     a, x    N—l,..    N-l       Z       ,   ^  1   f     ...       ,_...     _.
(13) xp (r) +-\p (r)-2—ip+-y/-Xy> — /       (g(u) -g(u))(u-u).

r r r \p jsNX

This type of inequality was first considered by L. Veron [15, Lemma 2.2] (see

also [14, Lemma 3.1] and [16]). Because of the hypothesis on g, it follows

from (13) that \p satisfies

,,, .     N - 1    ,. ,     N-l    . .     Z    . .     .    . , ^ n
¥ ir) +-V ir)-j—Vir) + —win - Xip(r) > 0.

r r r

Let us define w(t) by ip(r) = h(r)w(t), where « is the solution of

h"(r) + ^—-h'(r) - ^-*-«(r) + -h(r) - Xh(r) = 0,
r r r

constructed in Lemma 4, and t = JfSX~N/h(s)2ds. The function w(t) just

defined satisfies w(t) > 0 in (ä, ß), where 5 = t(a) and ß = t(ß). Therefore,

either a = 0 or ß = +co . On the other hand,

lim  HW = lim    y^L = 2XX'2 lim   ^
(14-. i-*+oo      / r—oo h(r)t(r) r—oo «(r)i'

= 2A1/2 lim rN~Xh(r)ip(r) = 0,
r—►oo
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and

(15) limw(0 = lim-^ = Clim/'-V('') = 0-
r—0 r-»0 h(r) r-»0

The second equality in (15) is a consequence of Lemma 4(iii). We thus have

a convex function w satisfying (14) and (15). The only possibility for such a

function is to vanish identically in [0, +oo). Therefore u = ü.

Case 2. X = (Z/(N+l))2 and g(u) increasing. Proceeding as in the previous

case, we conclude that w(t) is a convex function of t. In this case, however,

t e (-co, +co) for r G (0, +co), and h(r) = rexp(-Zr/(N + 1)). Moreover,

( 14) still holds in this case, and

(16) lim  ^ = hm^ = hm^K
í^-oo    t        r^o th(r)     r^o t h(r)r t

However,
„' ji , J

i- rt t- rt +t
hm — = hm--.— = -N.
r^O   t r-»0        /'

Using this back, in (16), we have

i- Wit) am- ^(0 am"        N-l     ,  v       r,hm  —^ = -Nhm ff      =-Nhmr      y/(r) = 0.
/-— oo    t /-—o t h(r)r r—0

Hence, the only possibility is to have it; = 0, i.e. w = C, where C is a

constant. From here, it follows that ip(r) = Ch(r). Going back to (13), using

the equation satisfied by « , we conclude

¥ JsN-
(g(u)-g(û))(u-û)<0,

which implies u = u, because g is increasing.    D

Before we prove our second result, we will need some geometric preliminaries.

For n a unit vector in R    and d > 0, let P(n, d) be the plane

P(n, d) = {xeRN\x-n = d},

and let P+(n, d) denote the open half-space

P+(n ,d) = {xe RN\x ■ « < d},

and P~(n, d) = RN\(P+(n , d) u P(n, d)). For any function f:RN -+ R, we

define j+>x) = f(x),

f (x) = f(x + 2(d - x • «)«)

for every x e P+(n , d) U P(n , d), i.e. f~ is just the reflection of / through

the plane P(n, d). First we prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 6. Assume that a(s)/s is nondecreasing in (0, oo) and let u be a

positive solution of

-Au-Zu/\x\ + a(u) = 0   inR^    (N>2)

such that u(x) —► 0 as \x\ —> oo. Let n e RN be a unit vector, and d > 0.

Then u+(x) > u~(x) for all x e P+(n, d).

Remark. The idea of the proof of this theorem is taken from the results of

Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg [5, 6]. See also [2].

Proof. Let V(x) = Z/\x\. It is clear that V+(x) > V~(x), for all x e P+(n,d)

(see e.g. [2, Lemma 5]). Since a(u) is locally Lipschitz continuous for u > 0,

and a(0) = 0, it follows that any positive solution of (1) is continuous in RN

(see, e.g. [4, Lemma 6]). Let w(x) = u+(x) - u~(x). Certainly, w(x) = 0 for

x e dP+(n, d) = P(n , d) and at infinity. Let D = {x e P+\w(x) < 0} . Since

u is continuous D is open. On D, -V+(x)+a(u+)/u+ < -V~(x)+a(u~)/u~ .

Therefore, from [8, Theorem 2.1], it follows that D is empty and the theorem

follows.   □

Remark. In using [8, Theorem 2.1] we need V e L (D), which restricts us to

have N > 2 .

The proof of theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6:

Proof of Theorem 2. This follows from Theorem 4, letting d —> 0 and noting

that « is an arbitrary unit vector in R   .   u

4.  NONEXISTENCE RESULTS

Analogous methods to those used in the previous section to show the sym-

metry properties of the solutions of (1), can be used to show the nonexistence

of nontrivial solutions to the same equation, for certain types of nonlinearities.

Again, we impose some decay properties on the properties on the spherical av-

erage of the solution both at the origin and at infinity. For technical reasons we

consider separately the cases N = 2 and N > 3 . We begin with

Proof of Theorem 3   (N > 3). From Kato's inequality [9, 13] and (2), we have

(17) A|m| + Z|m|/|x|-A|m| > (a(u) - Xu)sgn(u).

Let y(r) = /^-i \u(ro)\da be the spherical average of u. Inequality (17) and

(a(u) - Xu)sgn(u) > 0 imply

y"(r) +-y'(r) + —y(r) - Xy(r) > 0,        0 < r < oo.

As in the proof of Lemma 4, define v(t) by y(r) = v(t)w(r), where w(r) =

exp(-rXx/2)/rK and t'(r) = dt/dr = rx~N/w2. Then, v(t) satisfies

, N     K(N -2-K)   . .vit) > 'vit).
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Since A > (Z/(N - I))2, K>0. Also, from the definition of K, and N > 3,

it follows that -K + N -2> 0. Therefore v(t) is convex. Moreover,

hm  HÍíU   hm  41=  lim  -^-  lim  ^
«-»+00    / r-»+oo W(r)t      r^+oo w(r)t (r) r—+oo t(r)

= 2A,/2  lim  ^#-T = 0,

where the last inequality follows from the definition of y and w , and hypoth-

esis (ii). Now, let H(t) be the solution of

Ñ K(N-2-K)H{t) - {r(l)2        Hit)

such that lim(^+oo H(t) = 1 (and lim,_+00 tH(t) = 0), and

limrN~2~KH(t(r)) = C > 0.
r—»0

The construction of H(t) is analogous to the construction of the function « of

Lemma 4, except that now we consider the equation h"(r) + ((N — l)/r)h'(r) =

0 to study the behavior of H(t(r)) at r = 0.

Let G(t) = vH - Hv be the wronskian between v and H. Then, G > 0

and therefore G(t) is nondecreasing. Since lim(_>+oo G(t) = 0, we get

(18) Vf\i£f   «»Ii*w(j)       i/(i)

Hypothesis (i), the definition of w , and the properties of H imply

hm V{s{r)) = 0
l™H(s(r))       '

which, combined with (18), in turn implies v(t) = 0 and, therefore, u = 0.   D

Proof of Theorem 3 (N = 2). Let y(r) = Jsi \u(ro)\ do be the spherical average

of |u|. As in the case N > 3, (a(u) - Xu)sgn(u) > 0 and Kato's inequality

imply

y"(r) + l-y(r) + jy(r) - Xy(r) > 0,        0 < r < oo.

Define v(t) by y(r) = v(t)exp(-rXx/2), where t'(r) = exp(2rXx/2)/r. Then, v

satisfies

v(t)>X(t)v(t),       t e (-00,00)

in the sense of distributions, where

;1/2-z
™ = ̂ >o.

Now, let h(r) and //(«) be defined as in Lemma 5 above. Then, H satisfies

Ait) = X(t)H(t). Define G(t) = v(t)H(t) - v(t)H(t). Hence, G(t) > 0, for
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all t G (-00,00). Moreover, G(t) = vr K(I + o(l)) - vrx Kexp(-2Xx/2r)o(l)

for t —► co and, by L'Hôpital,

lim  —¡7 =   lim  -p-= 2A      lim r ~   exp(A    r)y(r) = 0.
r—.+oo rK        r—»+oo r   l(r) r—»+oo

Hence, lim(^+oo G(t) = 0, and therefore,

(19) v(t)/v(s)<H(t)/H(s)   fort>s.

Hypothesis (i' ), the definition of v , and the properties of H imply

lim = 0,
r^o H(s(r))

which, combined with (19), in turn implies v(t) = 0 and, therefore, u = 0.   o

One can extend Theorem 3 to include the case A = (Z/(N - I))2. We have

Proposition 7. Let X = (Z/(N - I))2, Z > 0, and (a(u) - Aw)sgn(w) > 0 if

\u\ > 0. Then, if u is a solution of (2) (in the sense of distributions) such that

(i)   lim^Q rN~ ¡sn-\ \u(rcr)\ do = 0 for N > 3, or

(i')   limr_>0 Ilog(r)|— Js\\u(ro)\do = 0 for N = 2, and

(ii)   limr^ooexp(-rA1' )r~ + ~x Jsn-¡ \u(ro)\do = O.for N > 2 with K =

{((N- 1)-ZA"1/2),

we have u = 0.

Proof. We proceed analogously as we did in the proof of Theorem 3. However,

in this case, limt^±oo v(t)/t = 0. this, together with v being convex implies

v = 0, hence v is a constant, and therefore y = cw . From here it follows that

0 = y"(r) +-y'(r) + —y(r) - Xy(r) > /     (a(u) - Xu)sgn(u) do,
r r Jsn-\

and therefore u = 0.   u

Remark. Theorem 3 and Proposition 7 still hold if we replace a(u) by a(u) +

f u(y) \x - y\~ dy in (2) (i.e. if we include the electronic repulsion).

Proof. After completion of this work, we received a preprint by L. Veron (Geo-

metric invariance of singular solutions of some nonlinear partial differential equa-

tions) where he considers some problems related to our Theorem 1. While

our method is similar to the one used by Veron, the class of nonlinearities we

handle, contains the class considered by Veron for (1). Specifically, we allow

A > (Z/(N + l))2, while he only allows A > (Z/N)2.
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